When V49 is selected to call R62, the operator error light is turned on erroneously.

Addition to Anomaly Colossus 3
2.5 Replace present sentence by... "If R62 progresses normally, disregard operator error light."

V49 was selected properly.

--- MIT ANALYSIS ---

2.1 CAUSE:
Due to a lack of an ENDOFJOB in the setting up of R62, the program continues on into V48 where an alarm condition is detected TESTXACT

2.2 RECOGNITION:
Operator error light

2.3 MISSION EFFECT:
None, R62 operates as expected

2.4 AVOIDANCE PROCEDURE:
None

2.5 RECOVERY PROCEDURE:
Disregard operator error light when selecting V49. If R62 progresses normally.

2.6 PROGRAM CORRECTION:
Add TC ENDOFJOB after setting up R62 card 0506 in EXTENDED VERB LOG SECTION.

2.7 RECOMMENDED DISPOSITION (Fix, Work-around, etch):
Don't fix for C Prime, fix for subsequent.

2.8 RECOMMENDED RE-TESTING:
Try V49E

2.9 MIT/IL SIGNATURE:

2.10 DATE:

4.1 CLOSING ACTION TAKEN:
MIT will fix after Rev 2.37

4.3 ORGANIZATION:

4.4 DATE: